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1. Concept 

The objective of the FinERRGo-Dom project is to refine and implement guaranteed financing 
schemes for energy efficiency and renewable energy in deep renovations of buildings. Building 
upon the experience of existing financial instrument used successfully in Latvia and Austrian 
public sector, the project replicates the concept of financing scheme in partner countries: Austria, 
Slovakia, Romania and Bulgaria. As project implementation occurs with stakeholders with diverse 
needs from local to international level, the project executes an online multi-stakeholder platform 
to ensure efficiency, transparency and project success. 

2. Innovation and Impact 

The core tool of the FinERRGo-Dom project is the Sunshine online platform that structures 
demand and executes the financing scheme of a pilot project. This multi-stakeholder platform is 
designed to follow each step of project implementation from initial concept to aggregation while 
ensuring the highest levels of legal and financial security, transparency and respecting the needs 
of each stakeholder. The platform captures all information concerning the building, the project 
and the transaction. Therefore, partner organizations can structure demand through the online 
platform (“Sunshine”) for project implementation, through each transaction, until monitoring and 
evaluation of renovation. 

In this development phase of the Sunshine platform, we will leverage our experience with 
stakeholders to continue building a user friendly, secure and transparent platform. This includes 
the deployment and availability in four partner languages, essential for its refinement and the 
future replication by partners. This also includes training materials and ready-made templates for 
testing possible projects. Finally, we will provide tools for cloud-based implementation of financial 
instruments and building renovation, as well as data Generation (templates, meeting minutes, 
reports and online dissemination practices), backup and security, and data utility. 

3. Development Strategy 

Continued development of the Sunshine platform occurs throughout FinEERGo-Dom project 
implementation. In the original grant agreement, the name of the Sunshine platform was the 
SHAREX platform. However, after discussions with partners, it was decided to keep the original 
name of the Sunshine platform which comes from the original projects in which the Sunshine 
platform was conceptualized in the H2020 SUNShINE (Grant Nr. 649689) in 2013 and the H2020 
Accelerate SUNShINE (Grant Nr. 754080) in 2017. We believe that by keeping the name as 
Sunshine we recognize the project’s continuation and desire for sustainability. The platform 
development can be broken into 4 phases found below. 
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3.1 Utilisation of WP2 stakeholder analysis  

To continue transparency of feature planning and architecture to be added: 

● This includes developing personas and a user journey for stakeholders. 

● User Manual  

● Glossary of terms for platform implementation translated in all partner languages  

3.2 Module Development 

● Technical/Financial Calculator – data need enriching to match the specifications of Polish, 
Bulgarian, Romanian, Slovakian and Austrian typologies of buildings--define what is 
calculated and where it is located 

● Macro-economic benchmarking tool of investment potential (by country); 

● Financing Scheme modeling (several versions); 

● Reporting module - PDF of EPC+ contracts and Financing Agreements as well as 
invoicing, notification; 

● Building acquisition process module - milestones from first meeting to signing of contract 
through access to the platform by stakeholders based on stage of financing scheme 
maturity and building stage. This module will be built for building owners, ESCOs and 
project designers; 

● Post-implementation Measurement and Evaluation Module. 

3.3 Tools and Resources Development  

● Glossary for the basic taxonomy translated in each partner country language; 

● Handbook for owners; 

● Description of additional modules and refinements and integration of website as front-end 
to Sunshine platform, in particular; 

● Guidelines contracts templates and calculation per partner country module. 
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3.4 Continued User Testing  

● Partner testing throughout platform development to ensure usability and eliminate bugs; 

● Development of Client/Business walk-through using the platform use and modules with 
Stakeholders; 

● Writing up Content Structure data sets, functional specs, wireframes and design briefs. 

4. Persona  

To continue development of the Sunshine platform, we aim to build with our user in mind. To do 
so, we created three personas that best represent the main customers of the  Sunshine platform. 
We built these persona’s based on our experience working with stakeholders from both the local 
level to the national level. We leveraged our insights from our diverse interactions with 
stakeholders from project conception through to project implementation to ensure that we could 
best represent the diversity of stakeholders within the project ecosystem, such as house elders, 
business associations, to banks, and governmental agencies. These three personas will be 
expanded as Sunshine platform continues, however, we include House elder / resident, House-
management company / Maintenance company, and municipality. During the development of the 
Sunshine platform, we will add to these personas. For example, ESCOs, are an important 
stakeholder of the FinERRGo-Dom project that will also be using the platform, but we do not have 
a persona yet for this stakeholder. We will develop these additional personas, such as financial 
institutions, ESCOs, and international or national organizations, during the stakeholder action 
plans developed in WP2, as we will understand better how these stakeholders function.  

Criteria  Persona Response 

  House elder / resident 

Goal: Renovate house where he has apartment 

Age: any 

Profession: any 

Motivation: Pay less for utilities. Live in comfort and safer environment. 

Barriers: Need to convince 2/3 of house residents that renovation is needed and will save 

money. 

  Different residents have different problems in the house (one lives on first floor - cold 

from basement, other on the last floor - roof is flowing). 
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  Residents are in different age groups, with different responsibilities, financial status 

and problems. 

Actions: Inform municipality and house-management company about the interest of house 

renovation. 

Thoughts: The municipality or house-management company need to pay for this. 

Current 

Understanding 

Residents who have apartments in the house are responsible for taking care of all the 

house (house management) and safety. 

Evaluation: House is getting older and more problems can come over. Doing nothing makes the 

situation worse. 

Experience:   

Positive:  After renovation: safer, healthier and warmer apartments in the same location and 

with the same neighbors. 

  Today we need to renovate less parts of the building than in the next years - as it is 

getting only worse. 

  We will use less energy for heating, so will pay less bills. 

  Apartments in renovated house are worth more than in not renovated. 

Negative: We do not need to renovate all the house, just some parts: basement or roof. 

  We do not need to make Construction design, let’s pay a construction company and 

they will repair roof or something else that we need. 

  We lived here 20 years and nothing happened, so we can live more 20 years and 

everything will be ok. Municipalities always say that we need to pay more for 

something. 
  

  House-management company / Maintenance company 

Goal: Make sure that house residents get everything for what they pay. Manage the house. 

Profession: Write out utility bills, make emergency repairs. Yardman. 

Motivation: Get paid for house management. 

Barriers: Residents debts. 

  Residents do not want to pay for management of common areas. 
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Actions: Interested to continue house management. 

Thoughts: They support renovation but not financing renovation. 

Current 

Understanding

: 

House will use less energy, so company profit might decrease. 

Evaluation: Refocus and work more on keeping building in good condition. 

Experience:   

Positive:  Building still need yardman and other people, who will supervise all the infrastructure 

and write out utility bills. 

    

Negative: Renovated building may require less maintenance. 

  Municipalities 

Goal: Renovate all old buildings, to make them energy efficient and safer for residents. 

  Fulfill government objectives in energy efficiency. 

Profession: Officials 

Motivation: grateful and happy residents that will continue to support current government. 

Barriers: Lack of funding from state budget. 

  A lot of residents with low incomes. 

Actions: Inform residents about financing support or renovation projects from different state 

institutions. 

Thoughts: We have found financing support for renovation projects - other is in the hands of the 

residents. They need to act.  

Current 

Understanding

: 

Municipality need to raise awareness of residents and take care of their living comfort 

and quality . 

Evaluation: Change residents thinking and acting. Make them think about their life 5 year ahead 

(and more). 

Experience:   
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Positive:  Residents will live longer in renovated buildings and won’t relocate. 

  There is no need to build new buildings if there are good old renovated buildings. 

  Energy consumption decrease improve residents’ life quality and comfort. 

Negative: Not all residents can manage to pay for renovation works, so there will be more debts 

and more unsatisfied people.  

 

 

 

  

Table 1 Persona and criteria for decision making 

Creating the personas for our platform development ensured that we could meet their needs and 
desires, while remaining sure that we could meet our own development goals. We can see how 
diverse an individual’s needs are. For example, a house owner who takes part in project 
implementation will want to pay less for utilities as well as live in comfort and safer environment. 
However, we must balance these needs with misinformation that some house owners may have, 
such as band aid fixes instead of complete apartment building renovation will bring them a safer 
and warmer home environment. Or for example, House-management company / Maintenance 
company may not want to have a renovated building because this would imply that they would no 
longer have as much perceived work. Finally, Municipalities would want to have buildings 
renovated for their communities, but many are without the knowhow on the resources to create 
the needed environment for such building renovation to happen because of financial, 
administrative or time factors. Therefore, taking these three examples of personas, we need to 
develop clear journeys that each of these personas would take on their path towards building 
renovation: discover, inform, act, and monitor.  

5. User Journey 

The four phases identified can be broken down further, but for clarity sake, we will use these four 
aspects to develop our user journey:  

● Discover: our user discovers that such projects for building renovation exist. 

● Inform: our user wants to learn more about how he or she can be a part of such a project. 

● Act: the user is now looking for concrete information about the building in question or is 

talking to the needed parties to begin project implementation. 

● Monitor:  building renovation has occurred and now we must ensure that the user is 

satisfied with the results. 

From these 4 steps, we create how our users, based on our personas, would interact with both 

the Sunshine platform and then subsequent next steps including in-person meetings.   
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5.1 Discover 

Discovery takes places through the stakeholder network created by the FinERRGo-Dom project 
in WP2, Task 2.1, completed by ESEB with contributions from each partner in the project 
consortium. Each partner took part in stakeholder analysis to identify important stakeholder in 
each country’s ESCO ecosystem, as well as their role and opinion in the project. This also 
included their importance versus influence. Discovering who are the stakeholders in this project 
remains a key objective in this project as we tailor our message and platform development to 
meet the stakeholders needs. We aim to reach stakeholders through social media and marketing 
campaigns, as well as events, meetings and workshops during the duration of this project. This 
will increase our reach to a global audience.  

5.2 Inform 

In this phase, a user may just have discovered that building renovation is possible through 
interactions with stakeholder partners. They are now looking for more information. Therefore, they 
come to the project website to learn more. They are directed to a series of questions to provide 
more information, ensuring that we can help them.  

Questions that would be asked from a visitor’s visit to the website (first screen with first question 
appears when visitor push button that he is interested in renovation – after answering on first - 
appears next slide with next question (depending on first answer)): 

1. Do you think you could save more energy and money if your apartment was renovated? 

a. No, as my apartment (building) have been renovated and it is energy efficient 

b. Yes, I think that my apartment (building) can be more energy efficient 

c. I don’t know -> links with info how to be more energy efficient 

  

2. Do you think that you have enough knowledge about energy savings or would you like to 
gain more in-depth knowledge about it? 

a. I know enough about it 

b. I would like to know more -> links with info, FAQ or library 
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3. What is your initial motivation for participation in energy efficiency project? (multiple choices 
allowed)  

a. I would like to pay less for the utilities  

b. I would like to improve the inside environment of the apartment 

c. I would like to increase building’s safety and to extend its durability  

 

4. Do you rent or own an apartment in the building? How long are you planning to stay in the 
apartment? 

a. I am the apartment’s owner and I do not plan to move out 

b. I am the owner of the apartment, but I plan to sell it in 10 years’ time 

c. I am a long-time tenant (3 years and more) 

d. I am renting the apartment but will not rent it for more than 3 years) 

 

5. How much energy have you used during the last year? Please indicate the energy cost  

a. kWh (kilowatt hour) 

b. kWh/EUR 

 

6. Please indicate the details about the building you are living in: 

a. Year: 

b. Type: 

c. Floors: 

d. Number of apartments in building: 

 

7. What is the address of the building? 
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a. Region (municipality); city; street; Number 

 

8. Do you know about the support for energy efficiency projects in your municipalities? 

a.  Yes, I saw the information on their home page 

b. No, I do not know  -> links to municipality support 

 

9. Who is managing the maintenance services in your house? 

a. Municipality owned maintenance company  

b. Privately owned maintenance company 

c. We have own House association that manages maintenance 

d. I do not know -> links to information what are the differences between maintenance services 
and how to understand what you have  

 

11. Is it important for you to have a good follow up on the building’s energy usage? Do you think 
that guaranteed energy savings would be an advantage for you? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

 

12. What is your building’s financing situation? Do you have home savings? 

a. Yes, we have savings 

b. Yes, we have savings, however, there is an issue in the savings  

c. No, we do not have savings 

d. I don’t know 
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13. Do you think that financing the project by the gained energy savings is an advantage?  

a. Yes 

b. No 

From these preliminary questions, we are, then, able to inform the user about what he or she can 
expect of the potential energy savings (based on previous projects or general information from all 
renovated projects in the city or region). See examples below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. References for calculator 

 

Citizens have different ways to get information about building renovation: 

1. Municipal websites and social network news about renovation 

2. Public institution campaigns (energy days, grants) and seminars 

3. Contacting municipal Energy Managers or house utility service company 

To know more and get 

concrete calculation, use 

financial calculator and 

see what documents you 

need to start a renovation 

project register in our 

portal -> 
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4. ESEB activity on website, social network, seminars or email newsletters  

5. From residents, who are already living in renovated building 

6. Other association organized events or projects 

5.3 Act  

In this next phase, the user now has information about building renovation and the process 
needed for implementation. The interactions shift to in-person meetings. In-person interactions 
still are an integral part of project development, as the Sunshine platform masters data handling 
but building community and trust still requires person to person interaction. This part of the User 
Journey will be explained from the point of view of the Latvian situation, as ESEB has the most 
experience in implementing building renovation in Latvian cities. This part of the User Journey 
will, therefore, be tailored to meet each project partner’s particular context during the duration of 
FinEERGo-Dom project and Sunshine development. 

Preparation for first meeting 

Before organizing the first general meeting with house residents, the following tasks should be 
completed:  

1. Contact House Elder or House association  

After receiving information that someone is interested on building renovation, we contact 
this person to get information regarding the building where he lives. First, we need to 
understand who the contact person of this house will be: if this building has its own House 
Association or House Elder (HE = person, who is contacting with municipality on behalf of 
all residents). If there is none, we continue to contact with the person that has reached out 
to us before to be responsible person for this project. 

2. Obtain general information about building: 

We ask this contact person to fill out an excel table with general information about the building 
(year, floors), residents, utility bills (energy consumption), etc. The information collected is 
used to understand the building’s energy consumption, if it qualifies for financing support, and 
if it can be financed from the state development finance institution (in case of Latvia, ALTUM). 
The contact will help us to understand when (date, time) and where (in municipality premises 
or in the courtyard) it will be more convenient to organize the first house meeting 

3. Request information about municipality financial support on renovation projects 

We contact the municipality (energy manager = EM) to understand what support they 
provide for the renovation project.  
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It is very important to make sure that the municipality is interested in the building 
renovation and ready to support the project implementation. 

4. Contact municipality EM for arranging place for meeting and technical facilities. 

5. Explain house-management company the advantages of EPC and ESCO 

We also contact the house-management company (utility service company) to understand if 
they would be interested in house renovation and energy efficiency. Also, their support for the 
renovation and project implementation is fundamental. 

6. Prepare for first meeting with required documents: 

i. Invitations for the first meeting (municipality EM helps to post it and deliver information 
about it to the residents one week before the meeting). 

ii. Draft document of meeting minutes (agenda, participants, decision made, next steps). The 
protocol is needed to prove that the meeting took place and citizens are aware of the 
project’s progress. The protocol is also needed to complete a document set required for 
the home renovation when submitting documentation to the ALTUM. 

iii. Registration sheet (meeting minutes annex).  

iv. Extract from the land book with information about this building homeowners (compare it 
with those registered during meeting). 

v. ESEB presentation for first meeting with information about project and process. 

First house general meeting 

After we have received information from, HE about time and date, we agree on place and time to 
meet with house residents with the EM. Invitations were sent and posted. We prepare all 
documents and presentation. 

Information that is provided in the presentation: 

● Introduction to ESEB 

● Achievements and approaches in Accelerate Sunshine project and FinEERGo-Dom 

project 

● General steps of building deep renovation 

● Parties involved in renovation process, their amount of support 

● Next steps: Energy Audit (EA) and Technical Survey (TA) 

For this first general meeting we invite: all residents from mentioned house, EM from municipality 
and house-management company representative.  
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Decisions that need to be made during first general meeting (or survey): 

1. Participation in project of building deep renovation. 

2. Authorized persons (AP) approval. AP will contact municipalities, organize next meetings, 
prepare all needed documents and sign agreements with ESCOs on behalf of this building 
residents (ESEB can serve this function, but it can be also their own House Association or their 
house-management company). 

3. Procurement (tender) organization for preparing 2 documents: Energy Audit (EA) and 
Structural/Technical survey (TS). These two documents need to be prepared to understand the 
conditions of house, main problems, photos of identified defects and expert opinions and 
suggestions, energy consumption analysis (major causes of consumption), data before and after 
building renovation. These documents are prepared by residents or from building savings (if they 
have it). After the documents are prepared, AP prepares documents for municipality to pay back 
part (80-90% or all of the costs (depending on their support).  

4. ESCO procurement (tender) on Construction project costs organization. Applicant examination, 
comparison and evaluation.  

5. Document preparation for municipality for financial support on prepared EA and TS. 

During the meeting, we take a vote and depending on the response: 

POSITIVE – we start to prepare tenders and update the HE.  

NEGATIVE – we continue to communicate with residents to understand if the problems that 
prevents from making positive decision could be solved. 

To make mentioned decisions, 2/3 (two-thirds) of all residents living in this building need to 
participate in the meeting and vote positive (“For”). All the voting residents need to be the owners 
of apartments in this building (extract from land book). If the first general meeting has fewer 
owners, but still there is interest in building renovation project, the residents can ask us to prepare 
a survey. The survey is made on the same questions that were discussed in the first general 
meeting. It can either be put in each resident’s mailbox or the HE (or any responsible person from 
this house) can go to every resident personally to fill it out (the time of survey can’t be shorter 
than two weeks). 

Within five working days after first general meeting we prepare meeting minutes (protocol with 
annex of residents who voted) of final decisions that were made (or survey’s protocol). We send 
it to the EM and the 2 people that applied during the first general meeting to check prepared 
meeting minutes. 

Preparation or second meeting  
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Before organizing the second meeting with house residents, the following tasks should be 
completed: 

1. EA prepared by certified specialists 

2. TS prepared by certified specialists 

3. Potential ESCO is selected 

4. Draft document of meeting minutes (agenda, participants, decision made, next steps).  

5. Registration sheet (meeting minutes annex).  

6. Presentation with main EA and TS conclusions and next project steps 

7. Potential ESCO presentation with their Construction project costs 

8. Inform HE about all previous tasks and ask when the residents will be ready to meet for 
second general meeting. 

Tender is made by AP, who was voted on the first general meeting. We make price comparison 
on all known organizations that are preparing EA and TS. We choose the most experienced with 
the best price and time of preparation (now we are trying to change process and ask potential 
ESCO’s to do EA and TS). According to Accelerate Sunshine project our project partner Ekodoma 
(Latvian engineering consulting company) revises all the prepared EA,. TS is a prerequisite for 
the project's further progress in obtaining program support funding (grant) from ALTUM. ALTUM 
is a state-owned development finance institution, which offers state aid for various target groups 
with the help of financial tools. 

When EA and TS are prepared and revised – we start preparing the ESCO tender. We inform all 
known ESCO’s and construction companies with experience in building renovation about this 
tender by e-mail. In the email, we send the building’s EA, TS and the draft of the pre-EPC – for 
tenderers to prepare exact costs for preparing Construction design. After submission deadline 
expires, our procurement commission reviews all submitted applications and choose the one that 
best meets the conditions. Meeting minutes are prepared and signed by all commission members. 

All the tenderers are informed about tender termination and that one tenderer is selected. We 
contact this company and organize a meeting. We discuss the pre-EPC, next general meeting 
with residents, next steps and deadlines after signing pre-EPC. After signing pre-EPC, the ESCO 
designs the Construction project, with approval from the municipal building board and ALTUM 
and then, after house residents approve all costs, ESCO will prepare EPC based on LABEEF 
guidelines and prepare project budget. 

Second general meeting 
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We have received information from HE about the time and date when the house residents can 
meet, and we agreed with EM on place where to meet. Invitations were sent and posted. EA and 
TS are prepared. The ESCO is chosen and agreed on with a pre-EPC draft. Presentation is 
prepared for second general meeting. 

For this second general meeting we invite: all residents from mentioned house, EM from 
municipality, house-management company representative and ESCO.  

 

Information that is provided in ESEB presentation: 

● EA and TS conclusions  

● Amount of support from municipality on this stage 

● Decisions that need to be made today and Next process steps  

Information that is provided in ESCO presentation: 

● Company introduction and experience in renovation  

● Construction design - what is included, due dates 

● Construction design costs 

● Construction design financing 

Decisions that need to be made during second general meeting (or survey): 

1. Approve ESCO construction design costs and financing 

2. Approve authorized person (AP) to sign pre-EPC with chosen ESCO 

3. Prepare necessary documents to get municipality support (AP or ESCO) 

Depending on the vote for all the questions, the resulting decision can be: 

POSITIVE – AP signs pre-EPC with ESCO; ESCO prepares first invoice and after receiving the 
payment start to prepare Construction design (prepared in 6 months).  

NEGATIVE – if residents vote against Construction design costs and prove, that there is ESCO 
with lower price – AP can organize one more price survey, contacting offered company. 

To make mentioned decisions, 2/3 (two-thirds) of all residents living in this building need to 
participate in the meeting and vote positive (“For”). All the voting residents need to be the owners 
of apartments in this building (extract from land book). If the second general meeting has fewer 
owners, but still there is interest in preparing construction design and continue renovation project, 
the residents ask AP to prepare a survey. The survey is made on the same questions that were 
discussed in the second general meeting. It can either be put in each resident’s mailbox or the 
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HE (or any responsible person from this house) can go to every resident personally to fill it out 
(the time of survey can’t be shorter than two weeks). 

Within five working days after the second general meeting, we prepare meeting minutes (protocol 
with annex of residents who voted) of final decisions that were made (or survey’s protocol). We 
send it to the EM and the 2 people that applied during the second general meeting to check 
prepared meeting minutes. 

5.4 Monitor 

The last step of the user journey is Monitor. From here, we would imagine a user tracking their 
building renovation through the Sunshine platform. The platform handles data management and 
analysis, making it simple for a user to login and, depending on the type of user, have access to 
certain data and information.  

6. Overview of System 

The FinEERGo-Dom project is a multi-stakeholder project, and the platform at hand is designed 

and planned for the definition, analysis and operations of Energy Efficiency projects including the 

filling up and creating of an Energy Performance Contract and Forfaiting agreements between 

Asset owners, Project owners and Financial institutions like funds and banks. The Platform will 

support the operations of several different stakeholders among which are ESCO companies, 

Investment Funds and Financial Organizations, Homeowner associations and Construction 

companies.  

The main aim of the platform is to facilitate the whole process of creating and defining an Energy 
Performance Contract and the monitoring and further data input for the different stages of the 
project development. Main concerns addressed by the platform’s functionality are the validation 
of Assets and Organizations, the versioning of EPCs and the editing and better structuring of the 
contract and their annexes to be signed.  

The platform allows for the agile collaboration between different stakeholders on the different 

levels and stages of an Energy Efficiency Project. For the separation of rights and obligations are 

used well defined Organization-specific roles as well as Project-specific roles that allow for the 

clear operations management during the whole Project lifecycle.  

The system will be available in English, Latvian, Bulgarian, Slovakian, Romanian and Polish.  

In the following sections are described the current modules of the system as well as the main 

modules that are required to be developed for the fully operational state of the Platform. 
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7. Registration Procedures 

Upon entering the sunshine.stageai.tech domain, a new visitor is shown the Home Index Page. 

Here we display information about finished and ongoing projects in Latvia and the other partnering 

countries in the project like Slovakia, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria and Austria. In addition to this 

underneath the map are several information sections which can be viewed without having 

registered into the platform, which will contain different leaflets with descriptive and procedural 

information. 

 

Figure 2. Home Page 

7.1 User Registration 

After entering the website and clicking on the button Log in/Register the following window opens. 

Here a new user enters his/her email and password in the respective sections as well as Full 

Name. The Terms of Agreement must be checked before proceeding further with the registration. 

Those Terms are available in all partner languages. After entering the required information, the 

user clicks Register and is brought to the Private Profile View.  
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Figure 3. User Login 
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7.2 Private Profile View 

 

Figure 4. Profile  

On the Profile Page, the newly created user can add the additional information like Website and 

Social Profiles. Here also can be uploaded Avatar pictures as well as on the right section Add 

Document, can be uploaded documents for the further validation of a User’s legitimacy to become 

Legal Entity Appointed Representative of a newly registered Organization.  By uploading a 

scanned ID card/passport which is then reviewed by the platform administrator, the user can 

become LEAR of a registered Organization. Admins can view a personal profile and approve or 

deny a new LEAR, and also by clicking the button ‘Make it Super-user’ the admin can give 

Superuser rights to a user. 

 

7.3 Organization Registration  

Any registered user can register a new organization on the platform.  

By going to the Organization Section on the left side-bar and clicking on Register Organization, 

a pop-up view with all the Register Information required is shown. 
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Here the User can also add a logo for the Organization being registered. 

 

Figure 5. Organization login 

 

 

7.4 Information 

In the following section the User inputs additional information about the Organization. From the 

top field the establishment date of an Organization is picked from a pop-up calendar after pressing 

the Date field.  

The Website and Phone field are not required at registration, but the VAT number and email fields 

are required. Both are automatically checking the content for a valid input. 
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7.5 Status 

The next section is for the User to define the Legal Status of an organization. The options that 

must be picked are Natural Person or Legal Person, Non-profit or Profit, Private entity, NGO or 

Public Body. 

7.6 Legal Form 

The last section from the Register Organization view is the Legal Form. Here the User selects the 

type of the organization that he/she is registering. Only one option can be selected and the options 

include: 

-Corporation           -European Company  -Limited Liability Company 

-Trade Union  -Individual Merchants -Public Organization   

-Public Fund  -Foundation     -Farmhouse 

-Association        -Religious Organization    -Law Firm 

The user presses Finish after inputting all the required information, and the Organization is in a 

Pending State until approved by the Platform Admin. 

7.7 All Organizations View 

In the Public View of the Organization tab, the Registered User can see all registered 

Organizations and can search for a specific organization from the Search field.  

In addition to that, the User can filter by type of Organization and view only Organizations of a 

specific type. 
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Figure 6. All Organizations View 

 

7.8 Private Organization View 

In the private Organization View, the User that has registered the Organization and is LEAR can 

edit all the information about the legal entity. The editing of information happens by clicking on 

the right corner Pen button which open the Registration form and allows the changing of data. 

 

In addition to that the LEAR can assign other Organization roles: 

 

● Legal Entity Appointed Representative (LEAR) 

 

● Legal Entity Account Administrator (LEAA) 

 

● Legal Signatory (LSIGN) 
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By adding the email of the User that the LEAR wants to assign a new role, and pressing the role 

itself and the button ASSIGN, an Organization member is assigned a new role. 

 

Figure 7. Type of Role 

 

7.9 Asset Registration 

A user from any organization can register an asset. After going on the Asset Page, a user 

presses Register Asset and a pop-up window with all the register information is shown. 
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7.10 Location  

To pick up the location of your asset the platform asks you for current Location. From then on 

you can pick a spot on the map with the exact location of your Asset. 

 

Figure 8. Asset Location 

 

7.11 Address 

In the next section which is Address, you can also add the full Address of your Asset manually. 

If you had already picked an exact location on the map, the Address field will be filled 

automatically with the chosen spot’s location.  
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7.12 Asset Type 

On the next section of the Register Asset form, the user finds the different Types of Building series 

with Images for each Type. Here by clicking on the Building Series the User chooses an Asset 

Type. 

Here there will be extensions during the development phase of the project. Although many of the 

types of buildings are shared across countries, there will be specific ones that must be added as 

new Asset Types. 

Figure 9. Type of Asset 

7.13 Information 

The next section of the Register Asset Form is the Information Section. Here all fields are numeric 

and include Cadaster Number, Total Area, Billing Area, Heated Area, N of Flats, N of Floors, N of 

staircases.  The required fields here are Cadaster Number and Total Area.  

From this section , users will be able to choose with which Organization, if they are participating 

in more than one, would they like to register an Asset.  
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Figure 10. Asset Information 

 

7.14 Heating 

The last section of the Register Asset view is the Heating Section. Here the user chooses District 

Heating or Building Heating System for their asset. The type of heating is required for finishing 

the Registering of an Asset. 

Our platform ensures that there is only a single multifamily building asset registered for the same 

address.  

Each asset must be validated by the platform administrator. Assets can only be validated for 

Organizations with a valid status and appointed LEAR.  

After the asset has been registered and validated, an unlimited number of Energy Performance 

Contract- Project proposals by different organizations addressing it, can be defined. 

7.15 All Assets View 

On the Public view for Assets, a registered User can view all registered assets, as well as 

search for specific ones in the Search Field. 

In addition to that the User can filter by Building Series Type and see only Assets of a specific 

Type. By clicking on an Asset the User can see the full information about the asset. 
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Figure 11. All Assets View 

 

 

7.16 Asset View 

In the Asset view the User can see the full information about an asset as well as the exact 

location on the map.  
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If the User had registered the Asset, in the map field’s right corner the Edit button will be present 

and upon pressing this button the Register Asset form opens filled up with the Asset’s 

information and the ability to edit any of the values. 

Figure 12. All Asset Information 

In addition to that, underneath the map there is a section for uploading documents regarding 

this Asset. The upload work by dragging a file to the field under the map or clicking on the field 

and browsing for the file in your home directory. 

8. Validation 

8.1 Admin Views 

The superusers or admins in the system will have access to additional views such as the following. 

The Users list can lead the admin to view each of the user’s profile and also see the ones that are 

awaiting validation for LEAR position in an Organization. By clicking on a profile view the admin 

can see under the user’s profile the Approve and Deny buttons.  
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Analogously the same lists are presented for Assets and Organizations and the Admin will be 

able to Approve or Deny by clicking on the chosen Asset or Organization and clicking the Approve 

or Deny button under each view.  

 

Each section in the admin panel can be filtered.  

● Users can be filtered by validated and pending. 

● Organizations can be filtered by Type of Organization 

●  Assets can be filtered by Building Series 

● Projects can be filtered by stage(Planning, In Progress, Finished, Abandoned) 

 

The project enters Planning phase once it has been registered. Once an Energy Performance 

Contract has been filled up, exported and signed the project is in Progress.  

 

 

Figure 13. Admin View 
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8.2 Project Index 

By clicking on the Projects section on the side menu bar, the user reaches the Public View for 

Projects registered in the platform. Here again the user can search and filter projects by 

entering input in the Search bar or using the Filter drop-down menu on the left of the bar.  

Figure 14. Project Index 

 

9. Project Definition  

9.1 Project Register 

● General Information 

By clicking on the Register Project button, a pop-up window opens where the basic Project 

Definition information can be added.  
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The first section is General Information where the user can add the Name of the Project, search 

and choose a Verified Asset and a Verified Organization, of which he/she is a part of.  

 

Figure 15. Project Register 

9.2 Building Information 

The next section is Building Information where the User can input the values for Indoor Air 

Temperature, Hot Water Supply Temperature which are both in Degrees Celsius. Underneath 

those two fields, the User can input the Guaranteed Energy Savings as a percentage, as well as 

Contract Term in Years and First Year of Contract. 
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Figure 16. Building Information 

 

9.3 Construction Period 

The third section of the Project Register Form is the Construction Period. Here the user can 

choose a Start Date of the Project and an End Date of the Project that will define the Construction 

Period. 
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Figure 17. Construction Information 

 

9.4 Overview/Private View 

After registering a project , the User is brought to the Project Overview page. Here the user can 

see all the main information defined for a Project at the left side of the page.  

Underneath can be seen all the assigned roles for the Organization under which the project has 

been registered. 

On the right side of the page, on top there is the Asset Information and under it are the Project 

Roles. Those will be assigned analogous to the Organization roles. They are the following: 

● Project manager (PM) 

● Participant Contact (PaCo) 

● Project Legal Signatory (PLSIGN) 

● Task Manager (TaMa) 

● Team Member (TeMe) 
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Figure 18. Building Information 

9.5 Energy Input Data 

The Energy tab contains several tables that can take input directly into the fields that the User 

wants to fill down. After clicking the Save button after each section and table the changes are 

saved. 
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Figure 19. Building Energy Information 

 

9.6 Operation and Maintenance 

The next tab from the Project menu above is Operations and Maintenance. Here again the User 

can fill in data directly as well as save changes after each section for later reviewing and editing. 

9.7 Scope of Renovation Works 

The next section is Budget and Financing. The first part of it is Scope of Renovation Works, which 

contains four tables each of which has two columns, namely Position and Description. In each 

Description role is allowed the writing of free text and directly putting in textual information for 

each piece of the Scope. After each table there is a Save button. 
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Figure 20. Scope of Work 

 

9.8 Contract Download 

After the process of filling up data in each of the Annexes is complete, the User can export the 

full Energy Performance Contract with all the data collected from each of the Project tabs in a 

PDF format. The download can begin after the User pressed the button Download to sign at the 

end of Annex 7.   
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Figure 21. Contract 

 

9.9 Forfeiting Agreement 

The last tab of the Project menu bar is the Forfaiting Agreement. By clicking on the first section, 

namely Pre-ample, the user sees the beginning of the contract and can input the Date of Energy 

Performance Contract, Customer’s name and Number of years in the appropriate fields in the text 

after which can save the changes by clicking the Save button.  
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Figure 22. Forfeiting Agreement 

 

In the following section the Parties to the Agreement, namely the Assignor and the Forfaiting 

Assignee can input their data in the four input fields for Date, Address, Registration Number and 

Legal Representative. The user can save the changes for later reviewing and editing. 

Receivables Transferred 

In this following section the user has two input fields, namely Building owner and Legal Address. 

Changes can be saved analogously to the rest of the sections. 

Purchase Price for the Receivables  

In this following section the user has one input field, namely Amount of Money in words.  Changes 

can be saved analogously to the rest of the sections. 

Payment Deadlines  

In this following section the user has several input fields, namely Amount of Money and End Date 

on three separate levels, as well as the banking details of the two Parties in the Agreement. The 
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fields there are Beneficiary name, Bank name and Address, IBAN and SWIFT. Changes can be 

saved analogously to the rest of the sections. 

Forfeiting Annexes 

In the last section ANNEX 1- NOTICE FOR ASSIGNMENT OF RECEIVABLES, the user has 

several input fields which include the Building Owner, Place, Date, Transfer, Cession, Energy 

Contract Date, Forfaiting Agreement Date, Transferred, Ceded, Forfaiting Assignee Name, 

Assignee Registration Details, Forfaiting Assignee Address, Manager Name and 

ESCO(Assignor). Changes can be saved analogously to the rest of the sections. 

 

10. Asset Acquisition and Reporting Modules 

The Assets Acquisition module is one of the three new ones that need to be developed and 

the main one that is required for the full process of the Project Development and Design. The idea 

behind it is for the whole process of acquiring an Asset for a Project, both online and offline, to be 

represented within the steps behind each of the Milestones. That includes meetings, votes, 

signing events, audit and technical inspection events.  

Each milestone has a number of requirements which must be fulfilled for the next Milestone to be 

unlocked. The requirements themselves are most often roles that need be assigned within the 

project, as well as Documents that have to be uploaded and validated within the platform by 

identified project member with defined project of project validation.  

The Reporting module retrieves information in the platform. This includes Master Data in 

general; which buildings we have, where, if they have a project associated or not. This also 

includes Project data, such as the monitoring after the project is finished. It is also in direct 

connection to the Assets Acquisition module, since the progress reports will be extracted on the 

basis of the Milestones which have been reached within a particular project. The reporting will be 

in predefined templates which will be in several types:  

1. Overall system reports (representing all projects and assets within the platform or in a 

particular country) 

2. Report per Organization (representing only the projects in which the particular 

Organization has a role assigned) 

3. Report per Project (only for a particular project’s progress and maintenance metrics) 

 

The editing of Contracts module will be to add or rename Tables’ fields as well text anywhere 

within the Contract. The calculations behind the tables are NOT to be changed, unless it is 

required during the development phase by one of the Countries’ legal specifics. 

Here we are presenting several possible designs for these new sections.  
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Figure 23. Asset Acquisition 
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11. User Testing and Next Steps 

To ensure development continues as planned, we have integrated User Testing throughout 

development. At each step of our development, our consortium partners will test each new 

development phase. We will depend on this partner consortium for testing to ensure that 

language, usability and efficiency. Our first phase of testing will be in the beginning of October 

2019. In December, we aim to present our next steps to partners at the biannual partner meeting.  

We will use Trello to track milestones. 
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